
English: Writing
Tuesday 14th July 2020

Summer 2 Week 6



Sentence types
• This year, we have learned the following sentence types: 

1. Adjective, same ad – He was a fast runner, fast because he needed to be. 
2. De: de sentence (Description: details) – I was exhausted: I hadn’t sept for more 

than two days. 
3. Some: others – Some people love football; others just can’t stand it. 
4. Action as if __. – The boy cried and screamed as if that would change his 

mother’s mind. 
5. Emotion – consequence sentence: David was angry – he threw his toy at the 

wall.
6. Tell: show 3; examples – He was feeling relaxed: shoes off; shirt undone; lying on 

the sofa. 
7. When; when; when, then. - When the air around you suddenly freezes; when your 

blood chills; when the sudden silence suffocates all sounds, then the haunting 
begins. 

• But you can also use sentence types learned previously in your writing. Think 
about the intent (what effect do want to have on the reader) before choosing the 
sentence type you will use. 



Grammar starter: Synonyms and antonyms
Complete the table by writing a suitable synonym or antonym.

CHALLENGE: Write  the root word of refreshed.  How many different words can you create by 
adding prefixes and suffixes to the root?

Word Synonym Antonym

exhausted refreshed

confident assertive

puzzling



LO: to draft a diary entry 

Success criteria 

• I can write in the first person

• I can plan to include significant moments 

• I can include thoughts and emotions 

• I can weave a theme through a text



You are going to use the planning from yesterday to write your diary 
entry. 

I want the work to be your best, so we will spend 2 lessons to write it. 

Today we will write the introduction and at least one event. 
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Wake up –
happy as it’s 
sunny

Eating breakfast notice a 
packed suitcase (happy 
– are we going on a 
holiday?)

Find out dad 
is going away

Train station –
saying good 
bye Watch the 

train leave

You should use the map that you created 
yesterday with the significant events plotted. 

Remember to use the intent in order to choose 
vocabulary for precision. 



Plan – introduction 

Information Sentence types to include / vocabulary 

Who – I 

What – woken up by the sunlight 

Where – in my bed 

When – early in the morning 

Sunlight crawled through a gap in the 
curtains

Felt a warm finger stroking my chin

Yawn overpowered me when stretching 

Bed felt so comfortable … 



Plan – Paragraphs

Event Sentence types to include / vocabulary 

Breakfast, notice the suitcase 
Short sentences

Dad is emigrating – no jobs here 

Train station –
Walking to the station
Other people 

Saying goodbye and watching him leave
Couldn’t let go of his hands



I DO –
Dearest diary, 

Today didn’t fulfil the promise of the warm greeting that I received 
from the sun, which had stealthily crept through the drapes to wake 
me up by gently caressing my face. Having reluctantly sat up from the 
comfort of my down-filled pit, a massive yawn overtook me – it felt 
amazing: I was bathed in sunlight as every muscle relaxed without 
tension. It’s such a shame that the feeling didn’t last very long. 

YOU DO – write your diary entry. 




